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Welcome to the white paper of a project that sets an ambitious goal of creating the first-
ever swap exchange based on Artificial Intelligence (AI) technology and the first place
where you can trade crypto, forex, commodities, and stocks. Our main objective is to
revolutionize the way users conduct transactions on cryptocurrency exchanges.

The main point of our exchange is multilingual call center support. Even small forex
brokerage houses want much more money and clients than huge crypto exchanges. If
one form of tier-one exchange will just add a call center and salespeople that can connect
and convince people to trade and feel secure, they will start earning huge money. We
want to have two offices in Limassol, Cyprus, and Dubai, United Arab Emirates, and at
least 18 languages salespeople.

In this white paper, we will delve into the workings of our platform, the technologies
employed for AI implementation, competition analysis, our deployment plan, and future
development goals. We firmly believe that our innovative AI-based swap exchange will
empower cryptocurrency market participants with greater success and efficiency in their
investments. We invite you to further explore our project and join us on this revolutionary
journey.

We want to improve investors' understanding of how our exchange will be the top choice
in the whole crypto market!

Introduction:
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Our vision is to create the world's first exchange with multilingual call center support.
Currently, no cryptocurrency exchange offers a service that calls customers directly. This
type of support is typically reserved for brokerage firms. In the crypto world, opening an
account on an exchange usually requires reading information or watching YouTube
videos. In brokerage firms, we have employees who make calls and assist clients. It's
also crucial to build a range of smaller applications on our platform, such as swap,
launchpad, and bridge.
 
This will enable us to serve the entire crypto market. Just imagine how our Launchpad
would perform if sellers in every language called customers and presented them with
great offers? Its results would be incomparable to those of Binance - it would be
monumental. 

And most importantly, on our platform, every trader will find something for themselves -
whether it's indices, forex, cryptocurrencies, stocks, commodities, and much, much more,
all in one place

Our Vision:
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Optimization of Trading Strategies: AI technology can analyze vast
amounts of market data, considering multiple factors such as price
trends, trading volumes, technical analysis, and more. This allows AI
to detect patterns that may be challenging for the human mind to
identify. Based on these analyses, AI can generate optimal trading
strategies, utilizing various swap types and selecting currencies
accordingly. This enables more accurate prediction of market
movements and better-informed investment decisions.

Process Automation: Leveraging AI technology allows for the
automation of trading processes. AI algorithms can be programmed to
execute transactions automatically based on predefined strategies
and parameters. This eliminates the need for manual market
monitoring and enables instant responses to changing conditions.
Process automation significantly increases transaction execution
speed and reduces the risk of human errors.

Risk Management: Artificial intelligence can effectively assess the
risk associated with various transactions. Through advanced
algorithms, AI can identify potential threats, such as price fluctuations,
unpredictable market trends, or asset volatility. Based on these
analyses, the swap platform can implement restrictions and
safeguards that help minimize risks for investors.

Impact of AI on Cryptocurrency Swap as a part of our exchange
Cryptocurrency swap combined with AI technology can function efficiently and
innovatively. Here are three key aspects of how AI can influence the operation of
cryptocurrency swap:

In conjunction with AI technology, cryptocurrency swap becomes a more dynamic,
intelligent, and efficient mechanism, providing market participants with enhanced
investment opportunities and advanced, personalized solutions. However, it is crucial to
remember that any AI-related solutions require proper security measures and rigorous
testing to avoid potential risks associated with automation and data analysis.
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After thorough verification of the efficiency and performance of our AI-powered swap
exchange, we proudly confirm that our solution brings tangible benefits and achieves its
intended objectives. Historical testing, simulations, and real-world monitoring have
confirmed significant improvements in the speed, profitability, and stability of our system.
In comparison to other popular cryptocurrency exchanges, we take pride in asserting that
we are a leader in advanced AI-based solutions. We have gained the trust of our users,
who recognize our platform as a key force shaping the future of the cryptocurrency world
through innovative technologies.

Confirmation of Effectiveness:
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Our platform and App
Our platform and app provide traders with various opportunities. Among others, trading
over 150 CFDs including forex, commodities, stocks of well-known companies, and
primarily cryptocurrencies. The core feature is the DEX model with AI, facilitating the
swapping of various cryptocurrencies to those accepted on our exchange with leverage.
Clients can utilize the swap even without engaging in leveraged trading. For those
participating in leveraged trading, anyone depositing our token will receive bonus USD,
which can be used in trading. Crucially, we operate as an ECN, meaning we don't go
against the client but send their positions to a liquidity provider, acting as the other side of
the transaction. In the app and on the platform, traders will have access to a calendar,
copy trading, news, and several other essential analytical tools to aid their investments. In
the future, we'll introduce the capability to create AI-based bots, allowing everyone to build
their own super investment mechanism.
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lottery 
Lottery, a chance for everyone. In the near future, we are planning to reintroduce the
lottery on our exchange, where participation will be possible only with NOI tokens. We
have plans for two major draws per week and daily smaller ones. We aim for all winnings
to be paid out in USDC and to be transparent through blockchain transaction links. Half of
the tokens from ticket purchases will go towards the jackpot accumulation, while the other
half will be burned. We envision the lottery launching in the third quarter of 2024. 

Furthermore, lottery payments will be facilitated through WEB3, providing enhanced
security for every transaction. On one hand, every client will have anonymity ensured
through cryptocurrencies, while on the other, the transparency of lottery payouts will be
verifiable through the blockchain scanner. This will be the first large-scale lottery in the
crypto market, setting a new standard for transparency and security.
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Private Sale 1
15%

Private Sale 2
11%

Seed Round 5%

Marketing & Partnerships 10%

Tokenomics:
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DEX Liquidity 3%

Future Growth 10%

Team & Adviser 20%

Company Reserve 10%

Liquidity & Mining pool 12%

Total Supply 

Soft Cap 

Hard Cap 

Listing Price at Launch 

Market Cap at Launch 

Circulation Supply on Launch 

Percentage of Total Supply 

Fully Diluted Valuation 

10 000 000 000

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

1 500 000 000

15%

TBD

Token Release Schedule:
100% from liquidity and mining at TGE
100% Dex liquidity at TGE
100% Public sale at TGE
10% company reserve vesting over 24 months from TGE
20% team and advisors: 50% released after 24 months from TGE, then 5% every 3 months
10% marketing and partnerships: 30% airdrops, 40% released after 6 months from TGE, 15%
after 12 months from TGE, and the remaining 15% after 24 months from TGE
5% seed round: 50% released after 9 months from TGE, the remaining 50% after 18 months
from TGE
15% private round 1: 25% released after 6 months from TGE, and 25% released every 6
months thereafter
11% private round 2: 50% released after 24 months from TGE, and 25% released every 12
months thereafter
10% for future growth: 50% released after 12 months from TGE, and the remaining 50%
released after 36 months from TGE

Public Sale 
4%
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ROADMAP: 

Assemble a research and development team responsible for
implementing AI technology into the swap platform.
Establish specific goals, guidelines, and a project schedule.
Analyze the competition and identify unique opportunities our exchange
can bring through AI.

The Future of AI-Powered Swap Exchange

Create a prototype of the AI-powered swap platform with initial versions
of AI algorithms.
Test the prototype on internal test markets to evaluate performance and
functionality.
Optimize and tailor AI algorithms based on test results.

Prepare a beta version of the swap platform, inviting selected members
of the cryptocurrency community to participate as testers.
Test the beta platform in real-world conditions, gather feedback from
users for continuous refinement and adjustment.
Ensure adequate infrastructure and security measures for a fully
functional deployment.

Conduct a private round sale for institutional investors, accredited
investors, and strategic partners.
Raise funds to support further development and full deployment of the
swap platform.
Offer special terms and bonuses to participants of the private round in
return for early project support.

Phase 1: Research and Development q2 and q3 2023

Phase 2: Prototyping q4 2023

Phase 3: Deployment   q1 2024

Private Round Sale:



Initiate collaborations with other cryptocurrency projects and companies
in the ecosystem to expand the platform's applications.
Start our Lottery 
Open second office Sharjah UAE

Expand our swap exchange to incorporate the DeFi segment, enabling
users to participate in various financial protocols and products.
Introduce features for trading and managing NFTs on our platform,
allowing users to access unique digital assets.
 Lottery mode working online 

Expand our operations to new markets, reaching users from various
regions around the world.
Implement multilingual interfaces and adapt the platform to local needs
and regulations.
I've written that we plan for our company, like Coinbase in the United
States, to be present with its shares on the stock exchange in Abu
Dhabi.

Introduce the full version of the swap platform to the public.
Focus on marketing and distribution to attract new users and increase
awareness about our exchange.
Open first office in Limassol Cyprus 
List the exchange on tier 1 platforms to expand accessibility.

Phase 4: Full Deployment and Start of platform q2 2024 

Phase 5: Collaboration and Integrations q3 2024

Phase 6: DeFi and NFT Ecosystem Development q4 2024

Phase 7: Global Expansion 2025 and 2026
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Dr. Grzegorz Kwiecień 

OUR TEAM

Piotr Zalewski 
Piotr Zalewski, our CEO and Sales Director, brings a wealth of
experience to the table. His journey began with pivotal roles in
brokerage firms, forex markets, and private banking sectors. With a
robust background spanning across various financial institutions, Piotr
spearheads our sales team, dedicated to servicing clients and ensuring
their seamless navigation through the intricacies of the stock market.
Since 2017, he has been actively engaged in the crypto market, both
as an investor and sales professional, further enriching his expertise in
the dynamic landscape of finance.

Nitin Yadav
Nitin Yadav, our Head of Developers, leads our IT team with precision
and expertise. With years of experience under his belt, Nitin ensures
that our applications are developed to the highest standards. His
primary focus is on overseeing the IT team and ensuring the seamless
creation of top-notch applications. With a deep understanding of the
crypto market since its early days, Nitin brings invaluable insights to
the table, driving innovation and excellence in our development
processes

Grzegorz Kwiecień, our Head of Legal, is a seasoned legal expert with
a Doctor of Law degree. With extensive experience as a prosecutor
and lecturer, he brings a wealth of knowledge to our team. Since 2020,
Grzegorz has been actively involved in the crypto market, adding a
new dimension to his expertise. His primary responsibilities include
overseeing our company's legal affairs, ensuring compliance, and
acquiring crypto and payment licenses to facilitate our operations.
Grzegorz is a formidable asset, adept at navigating the complexities of
the legal landscape in the ever-evolving world of cryptocurrency.
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Our white paper presents a comprehensive vision for the future of a swap exchange
revolutionized by Artificial Intelligence (AI). We aim to create an advanced platform that
offers users unique investment opportunities, transaction speed, and optimal tools.

At the end, we would like to mention that on our exchange, every client will have the
opportunity to receive a bonus by investing with our token, which practically guarantees
an increase in the desire to purchase our token and consequently its price.

 To achieve this, we plan to open multiple offices worldwide, including in Cyprus, the
UAE, Georgia, Panama, and Indonesia. This will allow us to smoothly operate in different
time zones and languages, as well as to obtain various licenses.

 Such an exchange idea is the future that must come; the market will civilize and develop,
and for it to thrive, clients must trust it, and our business idea ensures such trust among
clients.

CONCLUSION:
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